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Does this look familiar?

•79% apparently complete by original deadline

•2 major unplanned iterations requiring redesign

•Actual duration: 208% of schedule 



What kind of tree produces acorns?

Oak



What’s Nelson’s favorite beverage?

Coke



What do you call a funny story?

A Joke



What’s another word for a cape?

A Cloak



What does a fire produce?

Smoke



What do you call the white part of an egg?



Understanding Errors: A Model of How Our Brains Work

Requests “Chunks”

Conscious Processing

 We have direct access

 selective and resource limited

 intermittently analytical

 computational powerful

Automatic Processing

 unconscious

 fast, effortless and parallel

 works based on“pattern matching”  

and “frequency gambling”
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The cost of experience

• Attentional Checks
– We stay in automatic mode and miss small anomalies or simply 

skip steps
– “absent-mindedness is the penalty for skill”

• Selective Perception
– We see what we believe (instead of the other way around)

• Incorrect Retrieval
– We grab the wrong information from the red box



Attentional Checks
• Count the number of times the letter ‘f’ appears 

in the following sentence?

– These functional fuses have been developed after years of 
scientific investigation of electric phenomena, combined 
with the fruits of long experience on the part of the two 
investigators that have come forward with them for our 
meeting today.

 Past experience lowers performance!



Selective Perception

• Past experience 

strongly conditions 

what we see

• Images that don’t 

match that experience 

slow processing 

dramatically

96% failed to correctly 

identify card

Identify the following 

playing cards



Incorrect Retrieval

• Answer the following question:

How many of each animal did Moses 

bring on the Ark?



The plot so far…
• Experience is a double-edged sword

• Experienced people are:
– More efficient
– Better at complex, novel tasks

• But, they also are more prone to:
– Failing to make attentional checks
– Selective perception
– Incorrect retrieval

• Your best people make the “dumbest” mistakes!



An Example of Improved Work Design
• Central Line Infections

– ICU doctors put in about 4 million lines a year
– About .5% of those  become infected,  5% to 25% of those patients will die
– Those who survive will spend an average of 10 extra days in the hospital

• Dr. Peter Pronovost works with team to redesign the work
– Necessary supplies are put in a single cart (no searching)
– Checklist of best practice is developed: 1) wash hands; 2) clean patient’s skin; 3) sterile 

drape over patient; 4) wear appropriate  PPE; and 5) sterile dressing over insertion site 
after insertion

– Nurses instructed to voice when steps were skipped
– Administrators to respond when system does not support checklist (e.g., no soap)

• In Michigan hospitals that used the technique:
– Line infections fell by 66% in 3 months
– Saved an estimated 1,500 lives and 175 million dollars

See Pronovost et al, NEJM, 26, 355:2725-273; Gwande, (2009).  The Checklist Manifesto



Successful Process Improvement: Central Line Infection 

Reduction via Checklists



CREATE POLITICAL SPACE
FOR US LEADERSHIP 

ON A TWO-STATE SOLUTION



PROBLEM STATEMENT



Identify the Root Causes
1. ME! I did minimal prep work. Inputs 

weak: mtgs unplanned, unintentional 
and haphazard; nothing sent out in 
advance…

2. I enabled others to shut down 
conversation / participation

3. Staff are spread across
11+ locations; insufficient A/V 
technology to close gap

4. 60-person meetings are tough to make 
participatory 











• Meetings have three basic purposes

- Make decisions

- Solve problems

- Creating meaning

- If you are not doing one of these things, then 
why are you having the meeting?

Guidelines for Meetings



Thank You!

nelson@mit.edu


